The purpose of this paper is to translate the condition defining Lebesgue covering dimension of a topological space X into a condition on C(X), the ring of continuous real-valued functions on X.
We take the definition of topological dimension given in [2, p. 243] . The definition in [2] is given for completely regular Hausdorff spaces, but applies equally well to arbitrary spaces. Characterizations of dim A in terms of C(A) have been given by Katëtov and by the author [1] . For an exposition of Katëtov's work the reader is referred to [2, Chapter 16] .
Let A be a commutative ring with identity. By a basis in R we mean a finite set of elements which generate R. The order of a basis is the largest integer n for which there exist n+l members of the basis with nonzero product.
There is a close relation between bases in C(A) and basic covers of A [2, p. 243]. For each basis {ft}{ej of C(A) we associate the basic cover {UiJui of A, where U{ is defined by Ui={x:fiix)j^Q). Conversely, for each basic cover {Í/JÍE/ of X, we may associate a basis {f}ieI of C(A) where/ is chosen to satisfy Ui={x:fix)^0}.
Since U¡r\-• -r\Uin=0 if and only iffti ■ • -fn=0, it follows that the order of the basic cover {UiSiei is the same as the order of the basis {/}¿ej.
If now {ajjg/ and {A}}i6j are bases in the ring R, we say that {b})jej is a refinement of {a¡)ieI if for each jeJ there is an iel such that b} is a multiple of a,. The dimension of A, denoted by diR), is here defined to be the least cardinal m such that every basis of R has a refinement of order at most m.
Theorem.
If X is an arbitrary topological space, then dim A=í/(C(A)).
Proof. Suppose J(C(A))_«. Let {C/t.}ieJ be a basic cover of A and let {fijiei be an associated basis in C(A). By hypothesis, this basis has a refinement {gj}jej of order at most n. The basic cover associated with {gj}ieJ is then a refinement of {Ut)ieI of order at most n. Thus dim A_«.
Suppose now that dim X^n. Let {/Ji6r be a basis in C(A) and let Wàiei be the associated basic cover of A. By hypothesis, this cover has a basic refinement {V¡}jeJ of order at most n. By Theorem 16.6 of [2] , there are zero-sets Z, which cover A and for which Z^ V¡ for jeJ. Let k¡eC(X) satisfy the following: /c3(x)=0 if x$V¡ and k¡(x)=\ if xeZ¡. For each jeJ, choose i(j)el such that F,-c UiU), and let gj=kjfi(j). From the construction of g¡ it follows that Z, c {x:gj(x) * 0} c V,.
Since the Z/s cover A, it follows that {g¡}iej is a basis of C(A), which clearly refines {f)isI. Since {F3}jej has order at most n, the family of sets {x-.gjix)^} also has order at most n, whence the basis {g,}jej has order at most n. Thus d(C(X))^n and the proof is complete.
